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An Enneagram Journey to Self-Discovery Simon and Schuster
Want to go deeper into the Enneagram? This content-rich
companion to The Road Back to You features helpful tools for
growth, new material about Triads, five study sessions, and
additional personal reflections about each type. Whether you are
on your own or in a group, this guide will help you to grow in
knowledge of yourself, compassion for others, and love for God.
The Enneagram, Relationships, and Intimacy Simon and Schuster
The First and Only Scientifically Determined Enneagram

Personality Test and Guide A centuries-old psychological system
with roots in sacred tradition, the Enneagram can be an
invaluable guide in your journey toward self-understanding and
self-development. In this book, Stanford University Medical
School clinical professor of psychiatry David Daniels and
counseling psychologist Virginia Price offer the only scientifically
developed Enneagram test based upon extensive research
combined with a self-discovery and personal-development guide.
The most fundamental guide to the Enneagram ever offered, this
book features effective self-tests to determine simply and
accurately what your personality type is. Daniels and Price
provide step-by-step instructions for taking inventory of how you
think, what you feel, and what you experience. They then guide
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you in your discovery of what your type means for your personal
well-being and your relationships with others, and they show you
how to maximize your inherent strengths. Brimming with
empowering information for each of the nine personality
types—Perfectionist, Giver, Performer, Romantic, Observer, Loyal
Skeptic, Epicure, Protector, and Mediator—this one-of-a-kind book
equips you with all the tools you need to dramatically enhance
your quality of life.
How the 9 Personality Types Influence Your Food, Diet,
and Exercise Choices Enneagram Studies and Applications
A guide to using your Enneagram personality type to understand
your approach to eating, dieting, and exercise • Shows how the
Enneagram system of personality types can explain your
relationship to food, emotional triggers and childhood patterns
around eating, food choices, best methods for weight loss or gain,
possible addictions, love (or not) for entertaining, and the right
exercise method to keep you motivated • Includes an Enneagram
food-personality test and explains how understanding your
Enneagram type allows you to alter your subconscious
programming and become not only physically, but emotionally
healthier • Provides examples of healthy and unhealthy
expressions of each personality type’s relationship to food and
exercise Have you ever wondered why some people seem to
adore food, while others find eating simply a need? Why some
people just love to work out and others absolutely abhor anything
to do with physical exercise? Why some love entertaining, while
others would rather spend a quiet evening alone? In The
Enneagram of Eating, Ann Gadd reveals how the well-known
Enneagram system of personality types can explain your

relationship to food and exercise. Including an easy Enneagram
food-personality test to find your type, she devotes a full chapter
to each of the 9 personality types. She provides an understanding
of each type’s emotional eating triggers, including the emotional
wounds and childhood patterns that formed them, what exercise
regime will keep you motivated, why you entertain the way you
do (or don’t), and the best methods for weight loss or gain. The
author examines how we view our bodies, how we deal with food
and eating, our behaviors when dining out or hosting a dinner
party, possible addictions, and where our enthusiasm (or lack
thereof) for exercise originates. Stressing how our emotional
health affects our physical selves, the author provides examples
of healthy and unhealthy development within each type. Gadd
shows how knowing how each type reacts around food will make
it easier for us to alter our subconscious programming and
become not only physically, but emotionally healthier. Offering
fascinating insight into our subconscious attitudes toward food,
she aims to inspire you to become more aware of your approach
to eating in general, so you can develop healthier and happier
ways of being.
Enneagram For Dummies Wellfleet
How the mysterious nine-pointed symbol of the enneagram
illuminates the worst pitfalls and highest virtues of our psyches.
The Enneagram of Passions and Virtues elucidates human
experience beyond the personality structure. In the tradition of
the enneagram, the Virtues are said to be the affective
atmosphere that replaces the compulsive and reactive emotional
patterns-called the Passions-as one becomes freer of the ego.
Sandra Maitri shows how the shift in our consciousness, or soul,
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from being informed by the Passions to being informed by the
Virtues, is one of the hallmarks of inner development. In this
book, Maitri explores how our awareness of the Passions, in turn,
leads to the manifestation of the Virtues. This shift supports
rowth on the level of personality as well as on the level of what is
beyond-Being, or True Nature. Maitri is widely known as one of
the most literate and indepth writers and teachers on the uses of
the enneagram as a tool of inner development. In this book she
provides what can be for some an entry into inner work, and for
others, who have been engaged in the journey for a longer time,
a uniquely incisive explication of concepts they may have missed.
The Ultimate Guide to Understanding the 9 Types of Personality
with the Sacred Enneagram. The Road to Find Who You Are, Build
Healthy Relationships and Go Back to Being Yourself. Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt
“Combines enneagram personality types with recovery
movement techniques of releasing undesirable traits and
affirming desirable ones.” —Library Journal To heal, one must
truly know, and face, one’s self. But finding that inner, honest
analysis of our own personalities is difficult to say the least.
Without the right tools, it can be impossible. Since its
development, the enneagram—a model of nine interconnected
personality types that allows users to identify their habits and
flaws—has helped countless individuals understand their hearts,
bodies, and minds. Now, it can also help you change your life. In
Enneagram Transformations, Don Richard Riso, one of the
foremost developers of the enneagram, presents a
groundbreaking contribution to the self-help field. Using releases
and affirmations based on the various personalities, he shows

readers how to unlock their psychological pains and strengths to
promote healing, recovery, and tranquility. It’s time to reclaim
your power. Enneagram Transformations contains the meditative
tools you need to do so.
27 Paths to Greater Self-Knowledge Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
A groundbreaking exploration of the spiritual dimension of
working with the enneagram by one of its earliest students and
teachers in America. Here is one of the first books to explore in
an authentic and comprehensive way the original spiritual
dimension of the enneagram. Among the most knowledgeable
teachers of the enneagram in America, Sandra Maitri shows how
the enneagram not only reveals our personalities, but illuminates
a basic essence within each of us. She shows how traversing the
inner territory particular to our ennea-type can bring us profound
fulfillment and meaning, as well as authentic spiritual
development.
Know Your Type, Own Your Challenges, Embrace Your Growth
Black Dog & Leventhal Pub
Ignorance is bliss—except in self-awareness. Ian Morgan Cron
and Suzanne Stabile share their Enneagram wisdom and help you
grow in knowledge of yourself, compassion for others, and love
for God. Witty and filled with stories, this unique approach gives
you a peek inside each of the nine Enneagram types, taking you
further into who you really are and leading you into spiritual
discovery.
Understanding One Another Leads to Loving Better and Living
More Fully InterVarsity Press
Curious about the Enneagram, but don't know where to start?
The Enneagram Beginner's Guide is a concise starter book for
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utilizing the Enneagram of Personality to find true authenticity
and develop a better understanding of others around you. Inside,
you will learn how the Enneagram works and uncover the process
to determine your personality type. Due to its effectiveness in
self-discovery, the popularity of the Enneagram of Personality has
grown in recent years. Through interpreting the structure of the
Enneagram, this book shows you what it takes to become the
healthy, confident and effective person you were meant to be.
During my tenure as a couple's therapist, I stumbled upon the
Enneagram with the sole intention of helping my clients.
However, as issues within my own marriage began to emerge, I
decided to delve into the Enneagram for myself. After months of
careful study and application, I was able to discover the
intricacies of my authentic self and repair the fractured
relationships in my own life. As I learned the Enneagram's true
power, I decided to write a book to make it easier for beginners
to understand and speed up the process of applying its principles.
In this book, you will discover: - A Comprehensive Overview of
How The Enneagram Works - How The Enneagram Improves Self
Awareness and Increases Intelligence - The 9 Personality Types
and Their Distinct Characteristics - Crucial Strategies to
Accurately Determine Your Type - How To Improve Your Life and
Avoid Self-Destructive Patterns - How To "Awaken" Your Unique
Gifts - The Best Kept Secrets To Improve Your Relationships By
Understanding Others Around You ... And So Much More! With this
guide, you will finally be able to peel back the mask you have
worn for most of your life to reveal your truest and most
authentic self.
Find Who You Are and What You Want in Love, Work, and

Relationships in 10 Minutes Or Less! Finding Your Enneagram
Type Made Simple. Three Rivers Press (CA)
This six-session study guide is a content-rich companion to
Suzanne Stabile's The Path Between Us, exploring the nine
Enneagram types and how they experience relationships.
Individuals and groups will gain deeper insights about
themselves, their types, and others’ personalities so that they
can have loving, mature, and compassionate relationships.
Enneagram Transformations The Essential EnneagramThe
Definitive Personality Test and Self-Discovery Guide -- Revised &
Updated
The bestselling beginner’s guide to identifying and understanding
the nine personality profiles and applying them to your daily life.
The leading experts in the field, Don Richard Riso and Russ
Hudson have set the standard for determining personality type
using the enneagram. Their studies of this ancient symbol and
their progress in determining type with increasing accuracy are
known, taught, and emulated worldwide. Discovering Your
Personality Type is the essential introduction to this system, a
psychological framework that can be used practically, in many
aspects of daily life. This revised and updated edition features the
all-new, scientifically validated Riso-Hudson Type Indicator, and
has also been refined and simplified to appeal especially to
beginners and anyone interested in unlocking the secrets of
personality. The most reliable, most accurate, and most
accessible way to identify type, the improved enneagram
questionnaire helps identify fundamental character traits,
revealing invaluable directions for change and growth. The profile
that emerges is useful for a wide variety of purposes: professional
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development, education, relationships, vocational counseling,
and more. Discovering Your Personality Type is the book readers
need in order to begin to see the possibilities made available by
understanding personality types. More Than 1 Million Riso-
Hudson Enneagram Books Sold
The Complete Guide to Psychological and Spiritual Growth
for the Nine Personality Types Scholastic Inc.
Find a way to bring out the best in yourself with this heartfelt,
informative, and approachable guide to all things Enneagram.
The Enneagram personality system consists of a spectrum of nine
personality types. Based on the hit Instagram account,
@enneagramandcoffee, this book is an introduction to the
Enneagram itself, along with information about each type. With
the feeling of your best friend telling you about the Enneagram
and beautiful illustrations mixed in with the writing, this book is
digestible and engaging for new and seasoned Enneagram fans.
The Wisdom of the Enneagram Penguin
Elizabeth Wagele, coauthor of The Enneagram Made Easy and
Are You My Type, Am I Yours?, offers the first practical guidebook
for parents -- packed with her delightful cartoons -- on how the
Enneagram can help to understand and work with children's
personality traits and behavioral patterns more effectively and
creatively. Using her expertise in making the Enneagram
accessible through simple text and zany, informative cartoons,
Wagele shows parents how to be flexible and compassionate,
willing and eager to recognize the unique potential of every child
and to respond to and nurture each child appropriately.
The Essential Enneagram Harper Collins
If you finally want to make peace with yourself, understand why

you hate your co-worker and identify the traits that would make
your crush drool over you, then continue reading... I've always
hated personality tests (probably except the ones about a certain
Magic School and its 4 Houses). Anyways, they seemed like the
perfect excuse to start labeling people instead of spending time
getting to know them. One day, tired from the usual drama at
work, I decided to hit the books and learn about ways to improve
my communication with my co-workers. That's when I first came
across the Enneagram. Having studied and used this personality
typing system since has opened my eyes to a framework through
which I could connect with myself and others in a way I would've
never imagined. What benefits can I get from taking this
Enneagram Test and finding my type? You can finally achieve
peace of mind by understanding your inner conflicts. Don't quote
me on this, but it's 99.99% likely that you'll also discover the
Enneagram type of the people that mean the most to you. Thus,
you will develop a greater affection and understanding for them
(yes, this includes the annoying co-worker!) Get an edge over the
competition by knowing the kind of traits that would make that
hottie look your way more often. And the kind of traits that would
make your boss give you a raise, or at least stop him or her from
firing you. You will feel more secure and confident in social
settings. After all, you'll finally understand what's happening in
the different interactions you see. Most Enneagram tests can be
difficult to interpret and use complex terminology to explain
simple concepts. This book is just the opposite. In this book you
will find: Enneagram types explained in plain English. Easily-
digestible material even for beginners. No woo-woo. At least, very
little of it. Wings and body parts? Yes, we also explain the sub-
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categories, no worries. A link for a print-ready PDF version of the
Test. Educators, HR people, and students- I'm looking at you! A
pretty accurate description of what love means for each of the 9
types. Tendencies each of the 9 types have regarding their work
and career. Type-based suggestions for improved mental health!
Act now! Click the 'Add to Cart' button and find your Enneagram
type today!
The Honest Enneagram Adams Media
The scientific basis for the popular personality profile is explored
in this groundbreaking introduction to the centuries-old
psychological evaluation system, which also includes accessible
self-tests to help determine personality types. Original.
An Orientation to Emotional Intelligence Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt
"An Outstanding book that offers precise steps to take to wake up
to the self-limiting habits of your personality, get out of your own
way, and give yourself the gift of accessing more of your higher –
more authentic – self." —Ian Cron, author of The Road Back to
You: An Enneagram Journey to Self-Discovery A fresh approach to
the Enneagram that encourages readers to embark on their own
hero’s journey for transformation. This is a personal
transformation book rooted in the wisdom of the Enneagram
system of personality types. It is a book about waking up and
growing into the best version of yourself. It is a book that shows
you how to discover who you are and what you can be. It is a
book about finding your path, facing your shadow, and
discovering your true self. It is a good news–bad news–good news
story. The good news: you survived childhood. The bad news: in
order to grow, you are going to experience some pain. The really

good news: you can use your negative habits as a springboard to
move beyond them. With a commitment to self-observation and
reflection, you can develop greater self-awareness and open
yourself up to a life filled with exciting choices and opportunities.
Each of the nine chapters includes these features: The
problematic perspective, the process of self-discovery, and the
path forward for that type How the main issues for that type get
played out in 3 different ways—the 3 distinct sub-types of the
main type (necessary for pinpoint accuracy in describing your
personality and your path of growth) Chestnut and Paes, two
leading Enneagram teachers, frame this approach to personality
types in a way that is accessible, practical, and filled with
possibility.
The Sacred Enneagram Workbook Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters are needed to help Aquamarina,
the magical land of the ocean! The enchanted Music of the Sea
has stopped playing, and no one knows why. If it doesn't return
soon, the realm will perish! The mouselets and their friend Will
Mystery travel to the underwater world to find the magical music.
On their mission, they swim through dangerous waters,
encounter strange and fantastical creatures, and even reveal an
ancient mystery. It's a mousetastic aquatic adventure!
The Enneagram of Passions and Virtues Harper Collins
New from Helen Palmer, a "leading teacher and practitioner of
the Enneagram" (San Francisco Chronicle), the first Enneagram
book to give practical advice, in fascinating detail, on how to
have the best possible relationships in love and business.
More of the Game of Self-Discovery Fair Winds Press
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Unlock the power of personality types using the wisdom of the
enneagram so you can strengthen your personal, professional,
and romantic relationships today! The enneagram is an effective
personality classification system that describes the
characteristics, behaviors, and core values of nine different
personality types—enneatypes—each identified by a number. The
Enneagram & You helps you identify your personality type so you
can discover how to best interact with your family, friends,
coworkers, and love interests. You’ll also learn about each type
pairing—from Type 1 with Type 1 to a Type 9 with Type 9 and
every combination in between—as well as the harmonies and
challenges each pairing faces and advice on how to effectively
communicate and better understand what each personality type
needs to feel fully engaged, known, and valued. Armed with this
knowledge, you’ll begin to anticipate your reactions and
responses to the various people in your life. And you’ll also be
able to better comprehend their reactions and responses to you.
By understanding your own strengths and recognizing areas for
growth, you can improve your relationships in ways that might
have previously seemed impossible. Applying the wisdom of the
enneagram-based personality types can lead to better
connections and a deeper understanding of yourself and those
around you!
The Modern Enneagram Harper Collins
Buckle up, folks. It’s time to jump in, embrace your inner self, and
release the things that are holding you back from wholeness.
Enter the Millenneagram. The Enneagram is an ancient
personality typing system that has a sneaky way of revealing who
we are and why we do the things we do. Using nine types, it gets

to the root of our fears and motivations, unveiling our inner-most
selves. Millenneagram reinvigorates the Enneagram by putting a
modern spin on the classic nine types. Hannah Paasch, creator of
the popular #millenneagream threads on Twitter, reveals how
this system acts as a map toward our authentic selves. For
Hannah, the Enneagram is not about changing who we are, but
rather nurturing and loving our whole selves, even the pain in the
ass qualities. “Only from this position of wholeness, rootedness in
who we are, what we believe, and what kind of story we are
writing, will we be able to act bravely for the sake of justice and
humanity – to approach our f*cked-up world with the grounded
courage it asks of us.” With her trademark irreverent humor and
empowering affirmations, Millenneagram reframes the classic
Enneagram types with a fresh perspective and new names that
cut right to the chase: #1 The Machine “I’m an Enneagram 1 and
I Can Fix This!” #2 The Parent “I’m an Enneagram 2 and Can I
Get You a Refill?” #3 The Winner “I’m an Enneagram 3 and All I
Do Is Win.” #4 The Tortured Artist “I’m an Enneagram 4 and I’m
Deeper Than You.” #5 The Detective “I’m an Enneagram 5 and I
Read an Article About That.” #6 The Oracle “I’m an Enneagram 6
and I’m Loyal as Fuck.” #7 The Party “I’m an Enneagram 7 so
This Might Be Vodka In My Mug.” #8 The Dragon “I’m an
Enneagram 8 so Nice Try, Bitch.” #9 The Wallflower “I’m an
Enneagram 9 so Let’s Just All Chill Out, Dude.” A powerful tool for
self-discovery (that doesn’t take itself too seriously),
Millenneagram is an invitation for introspection and growth.
Hannah’s revamped Enneagram goes beyond simply identifying
with a type: it gives us permission to be our truest, enough-as-is,
bad-ass selves.
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The Complete Enneagram IGI Global
Explores the nine personality types represented by the

enneagram, with a quiz on determining which type someone is,
and how to apply this information when dealing with people on
the job


